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ABSTRACT: We present scattering data from a melt of H-shaped polybutadiene polymers, in which the
central crossbar of the polymers is wholly labeled with deuterium. The melt was uniaxially stretched by
a factor of 2, and using careful temperature control of the sample, the neutron scattering pattern was
measured after several different times of relaxation. The scattering data are compared against the
predictions of a new theory, based upon the tube model but which includes the additional effect of elastic
inhomogeneities in the entanglement network. We find that with this new theory one can obtain a good
representation of the data, using parameters that are consistent with relaxation times obtained from a
tube model description of the linear rheological data. The most important aspect of these data is an
increasing anisotropy of the correlation hole peak, and this appears to be directly related to the elastic
inhomogeneities. One further aspect of the comparison to theory is that the best fits are obtained using
a Warner-Edwards tube diameter that deforms in a manner consistent with recent predictions for polymer
networks.
1. Introduction
The tube model1 is, without doubt, the most successful
current theoretical framework for understanding the
rheological properties of entangled polymer melts. In
its early stages of development, it gave a good qualita-
tive description, with some quantitative successes such
as prediction of the “damping function” of linear polymer
melts after large step strains. The past decade or so has
witnessed several important advances with the model,
notably resolving a number of known discrepancies
between the original model and experiment, for example
predicting the observed M3,4 power law for melt viscosity
as a function of molecular weight,2-4 and the use of
“convective constraint release” to eliminate the predic-
tion of catastrophic shear thinning present in the
original Doi-Edwards model.5-8 One particular advan-
tage of the molecularly based tube model is that it
predicts the rheological response of the polymer melt
by describing the distribution of chain conformations in
the flowing or deformed state. This opens up the
possibility that techniques such as small-angle neutron
scattering (SANS), which are sensitive to the overall
chain conformation, can be used as an independent
check on the predictions of the tube model.
In fact, such neutron scattering experiments on melts
of linear polymers go back as far as the early progress
made by Boue´ and co-workers,9-13 who studied relax-
ation after a step uniaxial deformation of polystyrene
melts. In their initial experiments, the labeled and
unlabeled linear chains had similar molecular weight,
which meant that they were measuring, as directly as
possible, the single-chain scattering function.9,10 They
were hoping, but unable, to detect a signature in the
scattering of the predicted chain retraction along the
tube contour.1 Subsequent experiments by the same
group studied the relaxation after step deformation of
both asymmetric melts (with long labeled chains and
short unlabeled ones) and networks swollen by a labeled
solvent.11-13 In each case “butterfly” patterns were seen
on time scales greater than the relaxation time of the
short chains or solvent. The generally accepted explana-
tion for these “butterfly” patterns does not specifically
invoke the tube model. Elastic fluctuations and inho-
mogeneities in the entanglement network of the long
polymers, or in the chemically bonded network, are
supposed to couple to the motion of the short chains or
solvent.14 The result is enhanced scattering in directions
parallel to the stretch, which is the main feature of these
patterns. One aspect of this is that the scattering
parallel to the stretch is apparently enhanced down to
the zero wavevector limit because the elastic inhomo-
geneities are present even on large length scales and
the mobile short chains or solvent can move large
distances in response to these.
More recent experiments on linear polymer chains
have returned to use of melts where the labeled and
unlabeled linear chains have similar molecular weight,
and one can be reasonably sure of measuring the single
chain scattering. One such experiment15 has revisited
relaxation after step strain, using polyisoprene melts
where the tube diameter is significantly smaller than
for polystyrene (but where the number of entanglements
per chain is approximately the same as in the longest
polymers used by Boue´). Another experiment16 has
studied the scattering at various points within a steady-
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state flow in a complex geometry (contraction flow). In
this experiment, each polymer experiences a flow history
which depends on its particular path through the flow
cell, so the experiment constitutes a strong test of a
molecularly based rheological theory.
In the context of long-chain branched polymer melts,
the tube model has also had a degree of success. A
molecular theory for rather generic topologies of LCB
polymers was derived from the physics of the tube
model.17 It explained successfully how the melts can be
strongly strain hardening in both planar and uniaxial
flows but strain softening in shear flows. Recently a
“multimode” version of the theory has been used to
account quantitatively for a very wide set of nonlinear
rheological data on a standard LDPE.18,19 To achieve
this, it was necessary to invoke a physical consequence
of the tube model around the branch points themselves.
Termed “branch point withdrawal”, it describes the shift
of a branch point within a LCB polymer under strain
toward the tube containing the strand of greatest
tension meeting at the branch point.20,21 To test this
theory, a recent set of scattering experiments22,23 have
focused on H-shaped polymers, the simplest architecture
containing the minimum two branch points required to
exhibit nonlinear deformation behavior substantially
different from that of linear polymer chains. These
experiments take advantage of advances in controlled
polymer synthesis, using “block copolymer” chains that
are partially labeled with deuterium. In the case of the
H-shaped polyisoprene used in refs 22 and 23, the tips
of the polymer arms were deuterium-labeled. This
particular labeling was designed with a view toward
detecting the specific mechanism of branchpoint with-
drawal. It had been conjectured24 that the localization
of labeled material produced when the arms were pulled
into the same tube segment should produce an increased
scattering. In common with the early experiments of
Boue´ and co-workers, these experiments examined the
relaxation of the polymer melt following a uniaxial step
strain.
The modeling of such experiments required the
development of a detailed random phase approximation
(RPA) theory of polymer melts for constraints held out
of equilibrium.25 Despite using, as closely as possible,
the tube model description of the chain deformation, this
theory did not accurately describe the experimental
H-polyisoprene data. While there were indications that
including effects such as a partial branchpoint with-
drawal improved the fit, the fact remained that there
were aspects of the experimental data which were not
correctly described. These discrepancies were most
evident at the longest relaxation times probed in the
experiments, when one would expect most of the H-
polymer arms to have escaped their original tube and
relaxed their orientation. In this regime, the intensity
of the apparent “correlation hole” peak parallel to the
stretch direction was significantly greater than at
shorter relaxation times, while the perpendicular peak
remained at approximately the same magnitude. This
increase in anisotropy occurred despite the fact that the
stress was relaxing. Although the theory could, to some
extent, reproduce this effect qualitatively, the magni-
tude of the anisotropy defied explanation.
A number of possible mechanisms, which qualitatively
accounted for this discrepancy between theory and
experiment, were suggested.23 The accompanying theo-
retical paper26 provides a detailed investigation of one
of these mechanisms. It was conjectured that the same
elastic fluctuations and inhomogeneities giving rise to
the butterfly patterns in the experiments of Boue´ et al.
could have an effect on the scattering in these H-
polymer experiments. While there are no free chains or
solvent in the H-polymer melt, it seemed possible that
the arms of the H-polymer could act as an effective
“solvent” and that they could move far enough (a
distance on the order of their radius of gyration) to
produce enhanced scattering at finite wavevectors. The
accompanying paper predicts that this mechanism does
indeed occur and that it significantly alters the pre-
dicted scattering from stretched H-polymer melts. Using
a particular model for the tube, it provides a “first
principles” prediction of the effect.
To provide further information on the deformation
processes in H-shaped polymer melts, this paper will
present scattering data from a polybutadiene melt with
a different labeling to the polyisoprene melts of the
previous experiments. In this case, the “crossbar” of the
H-polymer is wholly labeled with deuterium, and the
arms of the polymer are unlabeled. We shall provide
detailed comparison with results from the new theory.
Our previous publication on the polyisoprene sample23
gave full details of the experimental procedure and
described in some detail the expected relaxation pro-
cesses from a tube model description of H-polymers
following a large step strain. For these details, we refer
the reader to that publication; we shall discuss them
only in outline in the following text.
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Sample Preparation. The H-polymer of polybutadiene
43% 1,2-content was prepared by reaction of living anionic
arms with a previously made deuterated difunctional crossbar
to yield to a large extent the 4-armed branched structure as
described earlier.27 The microstructure was achieved by the
addition of a given amount of triethylamine to the apolar
solvent. This was kept constant in the synthesis of both
constituents. By fractionation most of the lower and higher
functionality products could be eliminated, but temperature
gradient interaction chromatography (TGIC) investigations
showed that the final product still contains, in addition to the
expected H-polymer, 25 wt % of lower branching degrees (H-
polymer with missing arm(s)) and 5% of higher branched
products (branched polymers with double crossbar).27 Average
molecular weights for the arm and the crossbar were deter-
mined by membrane osmometry (MO) and size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) to be respectively Mn,a ) 25 000 g mol-1
and Mn,b ) 57 200 g mol-1. The sample was mixed to 0.1% with
the antioxidant BHT to avoid chemical degradation or oxida-
tion upon handling. Strips of length 50 mm, width 10 mm,
and thickness 1 mm were obtained from vacuum-molding at
T ) 55 °C and gentle pressure (0.5 bar) for approximately 5
h.
2.2. Dielectric Spectroscopy. The glass transition tem-
perature of the polymer was determined from the dielectric
loss maximum at 10-3 Hz (BDS6000, Novocontrol) to be -69
( 2 °C, which agrees to within 1 °C with DSC measurements
of linear analogues of the same microstructure. Differences
between the microstructures in arms and crossbar are aver-
aged over.
2.3. Rheology. Dynamic mechanical experiments in oscil-
latory linear shear were performed on a rheometer Ares
(Rheometric Sci.) in the parallel plate geometry with diameter
25 mm, at 10 temperatures regularly spaced between +100
and -35 °C and frequencies between 0.01 and 100 rad/s. The
strain amplitude was 2% to ensure linearity in the full
temperature range. SEC experiments performed on the sample
afterward showed that no thermal chain degradation or
detectable cross-linking occurred during the rheological experi-
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ments. The obtained dynamic moduli G′(ö) and G′′(ö) were
shifted to a reference temperature of T0 ) 25 °C, using the
WLF time-temperature superposition principle.28 The master
curves are shown in Figure 1. It was found that the branched
H-polymer behaved in a rheologically simple fashion, obeying
WLF with small deviations apparent only in the low-frequency
regime. (These are not considered to be relevant to the present
SANS experiments, which probe relaxations in the higher
frequency range only.) The corresponding WLF coefficients
were C1 ) 7.17 and C2 ) 189.2 at T0, in reasonable agreement
with related microstructures. Arm and crossbar relaxation
processes show up as well-separated humps in the loss
modulus at high and low frequencies, respectively, as has been
described previously.22,23
Figure 1 also shows theoretical predictions for the dynamic
moduli obtained using the calculation described in ref 22. The
data are reasonably well modeled by the theory, except
perhaps in the transition region between the high-frequency
“Rouse relaxation” regime and the beginning of the broad peak
in G′′ correponding to the arm relaxation. The corresponding
fitting parameters are Me ) 2000 g mol-1, G0 ) 0.6 MPa, and
ôe ) 6.5  10-7 s, which yields Ma/Me ) 13 and Mb/Me ) 29. In
obtaining this fit, we have treated Me and G0 as independent
parameters. Although these should in principle be related via
G0 ) FRT/Me, the chosen parameters do not exactly satisfy
this relationship. (The value of Me used is consistent with a
plateau modulus of roughly 1.1 MPa.) For comparison, the
plateau modulus for linear unlabeled PB of the same 43% 1,2-
microstructure according to ref 29 is G0 ) 0.8 MPa at 298 K.
We attribute this discrepancy and the fair but not perfect fit
to the curve shapes as being due to the significant fraction of
impurities in the sample, as discussed above. These are not
accounted for in the rheological fit. In view of these impurities,
the theoretical description of the rheological data is of reason-
able quality and allows us to estimate the expected fraction,
x, of the arms that relax and escape from the oriented tube as
a function of the annealing time following a step strain in the
linear regime.22 This estimate is shown in Figure 2. We shall
use this relaxation spectrum as a basis for estimating the
expected fraction of arm that should relax as a function of
annealing time following the nonlinear step strain of the SANS
experiments. Of course, it is not clear that this relaxation
spectrum from the linear rheology should be appropriate in
the nonlinear regime, but the relaxation mechanisms are likely
to be similar, and the linear relaxation spectrum should
provide at least an initial point for comparison.
2.4. Strain Rig. A strain rig with precise temperature as
well as strain rate control was built at FZ Ju¨lich, allowing the
straining in situ in the neutron beam for low-Tg materials. The
sample is fixed vertically in two clamps inside a neutron
transparent quartz cell. The lower cylinder is static whereas
the upper piston may be driven up by a step motor ensuring
a constant strain rate (between 4  10-7 and 4 s-1) during the
deformation. The constant strain rate condition is fulfilled by
exponentially increasing the crosshead speed as ø(t) ) øL0 exp-
(ø ât), corresponding to an increase in the sample length as L(t)
) L0 exp(ø ât). The temperature can be varied between -140
and +200 °C with an accuracy of (0.1 °C by means of gaseous
N2 flowing in the quartz cell and controlled by four thermo-
couples (Fe-Cu) measuring the temperature in the immediate
vicinity of the sample. More details concerning this experi-
mental device can be found in ref 23.
2.5. Scattering. The SANS experiments have been per-
formed at the instrument KWS1 in FZ Ju¨lich at a neutron
wavelength ìN ) 7 Å with relative dispersion ¢ìN/ìN ) 20%
and at the instrument V4 in HMI Berlin at ìN ) 8 Å with
relative dispersion ¢ìN/ìN ) 11%. In each case, two sample-
detector distances (2 and 8 m at KWS1 and 2 and 7 m at V4)
have been used to cover the scattering vector range
7  10-3 Å-1 < q < 1.2  10-1 Å-1, the scattering vector being
defined from the scattering angle ı as q ) 4ð sin(ı/2)/ìN. The
2-dimensional macroscopic differential scattering cross sections
were obtained from the scattered intensity after correction
pixel by pixel for the sensitivity of the detector, subtraction of
empty cell scattering, dark current, and absolute calibration
by means of lupolene or water standards. The data along the
axis parallel and perpendicular to the deformation were
obtained from a procedure that eliminates systematic errors
upon regrouping angularly, as described earlier.30
The sample was initially stretched to a strain ì ) 2 at T )
-40 °C in 5 s, at a constant strain rate ø ) 1.386  10-1 s-1,
and then quenched to -85 °C within about 3-5 s. As the
typical time for such a scattering experiment is around 7 h,
the sample needs to be quenched before each SANS experiment
in order to freeze in the sample conformation and avoid
uncontrolled relaxation processes. After the scattering experi-
ment, relaxation processes can be restarted by increasing the
sample temperature above Tg and allow measurements of
scattering functions at higher annealing times. The temper-
ature history of the sample is given in Figure 3. It has been
checked on test samples (polystyrene melts and polyisoprene
networks) that the deformation is homogeneous, giving some
confidence that the temperature distribution is also homoge-
neous within the samples. The effective relaxation times at
25 °C (taking into account the full temperature history,
including the heating ramps) are determined using the WLF
time-temperature shift factors given in section 2.3. They are
known to the extent that WLF is applicable, assuming that
the sample instantaneously assumes the gas temperature and
that the accuracy of the WLF shift factors is sufficiently good
that the extrapolation over 5-6 decades in time is well-
behaved. Reasonable error bars are 100% in time, which are
equivalent to an error in the relaxed arm fraction of ¢x  0.1.
Because of the form of the heat/cool cycle, we believe that the
temperature of the sample is more likely to slightly below that
Figure 1. Experimental dynamic moduli G′ (squares) and G′′
(circles) in oscillatory shear at 25 °C compared with a theoreti-
cal fit from a tube model calculation.
Figure 2. Theoretical annealing time as a function of x, the
fraction of the arms that have relaxed, as obtained from the
fit to linear rheology data given in Figure 1. Also shown are
the values of x used to fit the scattering data at each relaxation
time.
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of its surroundings than above it, and for this reason the
estimated fractions x should be considered always to be too
high.
3. Parameters in the Theoretical Model
The RPA calculation of scattering from a stretched
copolymer melt, including both the effects of tube
constraints held out of equilibrium and elastic fluctua-
tions and inhomogeneities in the entanglement network,
is presented in detail in the accompanying paper.26 As
with the previous calculations,23,25 there are a number
of variables required in the tube model calculation of
the correlation functions. The variable set used previ-
ously was:
1. The fraction of each chain which is contained in
the H-polymer crossbar and the fraction of arms which
are labeled. These two variables are fixed by the
reaction chemistry. For the present sample, the arms
are fully “labeled” (with hydrogensthe crossbar is
deuterium-labeled), and the crossbar constitutes a frac-
tion fcross ) 0.364 of the whole polymer.
2. The monomer step length for Gaussian chain
statistics. This can be measured in terms of a radius of
gyration parameter by fitting the standard RPA result
to a scattering experiment on an unstretched sample.
3. This calculation uses the Warner-Edwards model31
to describe the tube. In this model, each monomer is
localized in space by a quadratic confining potential. The
tube diameter, d0, used in this model, can in principle
be obtained by fitting to the linear rheological response
of the polymers. However, the precise correlation be-
tween the quadratic confining potentials (which con-
strain monomers in all three dimensions) and the melt
tube (in which monomers can fluctuate along the tube
length but are constrained in the two perpendicular
directions) is unclear. It is doubtful whether the Warner-
Edwards “tube diameter” and the melt tube diameter
inferred from rheology are the same. Nevertheless, one
would anticipate that they be of the same order of
magnitude. Furthermore, the tube diameter should be
scaled to account for tube dilation by constraint release
as
where d00 is the “undiluted” tube diameter and  is the
fraction of unrelaxed chain material at a given relax-
ation time. The exponent R is taken to be 4/3.22,32,33
4. The fraction of the arms that have relaxed (i.e.,
escaped the oriented tube) at a given relaxation time.
An estimate of this can be obtained from the fitting the
linear rheology spectrum using the theory of ref 22, as
is done above, giving the data of Figure 2. We should
note that this relaxation spectrum is not necessarily
appropriate for relaxations in the nonlinear regime.15
5. The degree of retraction of the arms. Following a
nonlinear stretch, it is conjectured20 that the H-polymer
arms (which are stretched to above their equilibrium
length in the tube by the Doi-Edwards factor1 R(E))
should retract back to their equilibrium length in the
tube. There is no impediment to this motion, and the
theoretically predicted time scale for this is the Rouse
relaxation time of the arms. On the basis of the value
of ôe used in fitting to linear rheology above, we estimate
this time scale to be on the order of 5  10-4 s for the
present sample at ambient temperature. This corre-
sponds to about 4 s at -40 °C; i.e., the experimental
stretching time is comparable to the stretch relaxation
time of the arms. We do not expect, then, to be able to
stretch fully the H-polymer arms in this experiment.
6. The degree of branchpoint withdrawal. The H-
polymer crossbar is, like the arms, stretched to above
its equilibrium length in the tube. However, its retrac-
tion is impeded by the entropic penalty of pulling the
branch points into the central tube. Ideally, there would
be no branchpoint withdrawal at stretches less than ì
 4 (or, more precisely, tube elongations less than R(E)
) 2),20 but there may be some branchpoint withdrawal
due to local displacement of the branch point within the
smooth elastic potential minimum of the tube branch-
point site.19 Such branchpoint withdrawal must be on
the order of magnitude of a tube diameter (note that
the tube diameter can increase with time due to tube
dilation). The theoretically predicted time scale for
branchpoint withdrawal is about the Rouse time of the
whole polymer, which we estimate to be of the order of
4  10-3 s at 298 K. This is similar to the relaxation
times probed in this experiment, so we would expect to
see a transition from a state in which the branch points
are not withdrawn to a state in which they are partially
withdrawn.
In addition to the previous parameter set, in this
present calculation we use extra parameters to repre-
sent the following physics. The first two of these could
(and, indeed, should) have been included in previous
calculations for the H-polymer melt.22,23,25 The third is
the only extra parameter required in the new theory. A
fourth parameter, related to polydispersity in the sample,
is discussed in the subsection below.
7. In this experiment there is independent evidence
(from SEC and TGIC) of a significant quantity of two
major impurities: an “H”-polymer with an arm missing
(i.e., a star polymer with one long arm) and an “H”-
polymer with a double-backbone unit. These are present
in sufficiently large quantities to affect the scattering
and so must be included in the calculation. This involves
calculating correlation functions for these impurities
and adding these to the correlation function of the
“pure” H-polymer in an appropriately weighted manner.
One must also include parameters for the degree of
retraction of the long star arm (this relaxes on a similar
time scale to the whole H-polymer), the fraction of this
arm that has relaxed orientationally (since this arm,
combining the H-polymer backbone and an H-polymer
arm, is about 3 times longer than the H-polymer arms,
we expect the relaxed fraction of this arm to be smaller
than for the H-arms), and the degree of branchpoint
withdrawal of the double-backbone H-polymer. The
fraction  of unrelaxed material used in eq 1 for the tube
Figure 3. Temperature history of the sample, after a strain
at -40 °C to ì ) 2. SANS experiments are performed at -85
°C after annealing times equivalent to “0”, 1.9  10-2, 4.9 
10-2, 4.3, and 37.2 s at 25 °C.
d0 ) d00
-R/2 (1)
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dilation takes into account relaxation of the impurities.
The impurities were not included in the fit to linear
rheological data of Figure 1, and so we cannot make
exact predicitions for the values of these parameters.
However, the overall scattering does not appear to be
very sensitive to the choice of these parameters, so long
as they are given reasonable values. The main effect of
the impurities is to increase the amount of scattering
at small wavevectors below the peak.
8. It has been predicted, in the case of polymer
networks, that the magnitude of the localizing potentials
in the Warner-Edwards model should deform affinely
with the strain,34-37 such that the Warner-Edwards
“tube diameter” in the Cartesian direction í varies as
where ìí is the macroscopic stretch ratio in this Carte-
sian direction and the exponent î is predicted to take a
value of 1/2 in the case of networks. It should be noted
that the Warner-Edwards model is a somewhat arti-
ficial construct, especially in the case of melts as
indicated above. Bearing this in mind, we have allowed
ourselves a choice of the exponent î; typically we have
tried both î ) 0 and î ) 1/2.
9. The new theory26 requires just one additional
parameter, N/Ne, which is the ratio of a reference degree
of polymerization, N, to the entanglement molecular
weight, Ne, giving N/Ne ) 78 for Me ) 2000 g mol-1.
The typical degree of polymerization of the polymers (N)
determines the magnitude of composition fluctuations
in the system. As shown by a scaling argument in the
Appendix, the ratio N/Ne sets the ratio between com-
position and elastic fluctuations in the system. Although
Ne is related to the tube diameter, we noted above that
the Warner-Edwards tube diameter is a poorly under-
stood quantity, so we keep the variables Ne and d0 as
separate variables. (Nevertheless, we expect d02  Neb2
at least in order of magnitude.) Just as the tube
diameter is dilated by constraint release via eq 1, so Ne
must vary as
It is clear from the above that, while there are many
variables in the model, all of them are either fixed or
remain strongly constrained by physical considerations
respecting the tube model and the results of rheological
experiments and SANS on the undeformed sample.
Polydispersity Correction. The experimental data
(Figures 4 and 6) showed a significant amount of
scattering in the low wavevector region, below the
scattering peak, that could not wholly be accounted for
simply by the inclusion of impurities (i.e., “polydisper-
sity” in composition) at the levels detailed above. Since
a higher impurity level would not be consistent with the
SEC and TGIC characterization of the sample, one must
consider alternative sources of low-angle scattering. One
such source is polydispersity of individual block lengths
in the sample. One would expect each of the constituent
“blocks” (i.e., each of the arms and the backbone) in the
sample to be independently polydisperse, and it is well-
known that even a small amount of such polydispersity
in block copolymer samples can produce a significant
degree of low-angle scattering. This occurs because
variation in the molecular weight of each of the blocks
produces polymers containing slightly differing fractions
of labeled monomers. The random distribution of such
polymers through the sample volume produces small
variations in composition at large length scales, giving
rise to low-angle scattering.
It is quite straightforward to include polydispersity
of the blocks in the standard RPA theory used to
calculate the scattering from the unstretched melt. (This
type of calculation was first performed by Leibler and
Figure 4. Radially averaged scattering intensity from the
isotropic sample, together with theoretical fits using the
standard RPA theory, monodisperse without impurities (long
dashes), monodisperse with impurities (short dashes), with
polydispersity correction using  ) 0.38 (dash-dot), and with
approximate polydispersity correction using a ) 0.2 (solid line).
Figure 5. Scattering data parallel (circles) and perpendicular
(squares) to the stretch at each relaxation time, together with
theoretical fits to the data with (solid lines) and without
(dashed lines) the approximate polydispersity correction, using
a ) 0.2. Other fitting parameters are as given in Table 1.
dí ) d0ìí
î (2)
Ne ) Ne0
-R (3)
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Benoit.38) For the sake of simplicity we assume that
each of the constituent blocks has a degree of polymer-
ization, distributed uniformly between Nb0(1 - ) and
Nb0(1 + ). The length of each block is assumed to vary
independently of the others. Under this assumption, all
constituent blocks have the same polydispersity, which
is
The polydispersity of the whole H-polymer is somewhat
smaller:
The results of such an RPA calculation are presented
below for the unstretched sample. Note that quite small
polydispersities are obtained from quite large values of
 (e.g., block polydispersities of 1.05 and H-polymer
polydispersities of 1.01 are obtained from  ) 0.4).
The inclusion of polydispersity as described above (i.e.,
each block independently polydisperse) in the full RPA
theory used to model the stretched sample would
constitute a lengthy addition to an already complicated
theory. For this reason, we seek a method that will
approximately correct for small levels of polydispersity
in the sample but that will not unduly lengthen the
coding and execution of the numerical calculation. One
way to mimic the effect of polydispersity is to “artifi-
cially” vary the fraction of labeled monomers on each
of the polymers. We do this by modeling the melt as a
blend of three separate populations of chains: (i) in
which all the chains have the degree of polymerization
and architecture defined by the mean parameters of the
melt; (ii) in which all the labeled blocks are increased
in length by a factor (1 + a) but the unlabeled ones are
decreased in length by a factor (1 - a); and (iii) in which
all the unlabeled blocks are increased in length by a
factor (1 + a) but the labeled ones are decreased in
length by a factor (1 - a). These three populations are
included with equal number fraction in the calculation
of correlation functions for the sample. Each population
contains both the H-polymer and impurities at the levels
listed in part 7 above. By restricting the number of such
chain populations to just three, we are avoiding the
additional multidimensional integral over the indepen-
dent distributions of block lengths that would be needed
in each of the correlation functions to account for
polydispersity correctly! The small parameter a is
chosen, as detailed below, so that the predicted scat-
tering for the unstretched melt approximately matches
the result of the standard RPA theory with the more
realistic polydispersity calculationsin practice, both are
fitted to the scattering data on the unstretched sample.
As will be shown below, the value of a obtained through
this procedure is of the same order as, but a little
smaller than, the value of . Since this is an approximate
way of including polydispersity effects, we shall present
theoretical results both with and without this correction,
so that the reader can obtain an indication of the
magnitude of the effect.
4. Results and Comparison with Theory
4.1. The Unstretched Sample. Figure 4 shows the
scattering data for the unstretched sample, together
with theoretical fits to the data, using the standard RPA
theory. Four fits are shown. The first simply uses the
scattering prediction for a pure H-polymer sample with
monodisperse blocks. Evidently the fit is reasonable in
the peak and the high-q region, but the fit is not good
in the low-q region. The second fit includes 25% volume
fraction of the three-arm impurity and 5% volume
fraction of the double-crossbar impurity. These quanti-
ties are the maximum allowable from SEC and TGIC
data on the sample. While this improves the fit a little
to the left of the peak, there is still not enough scattering
predicted in this region. The third fit uses the same
quantities of impurities but allows each block to vary
independently in length as described above, with a
parameter  ) 0.38 (giving block polydispersities of 1.05
and an H-polymer polydispersity of 1.01sthese values
appear to be quite consistent with SEC analysis of the
sample). Note that even this small amount of polydis-
persity can have quite a dramatic effect on the low-angle
scattering, so that the data are now quite well modeled.
It would appear that a reasonable description of this
sample, from the point of view of a scattering calcula-
tion, is to include the impurities at this level and also
to allow for polydispersity in the blocks.
The fourth fit shown in the figure uses the ap-
proximate polydispersity correction described above,
blending three populations of chains each with a slightly
different fraction of labeled polymer. The polydispersity
parameter in this fit takes a value of a ) 0.2. Evidently,
this gives quite a similar scattering prediction to that
obtained from the more correct theory, especially in the
wavevector range of the data. (The largest discrepancy
is at very low wavevectors, where there is no corre-
sponding data.) We shall use this approximate method
for accounting for polydispersity, with the same value
of a ) 0.2, to model the scattering data from the
stretched sample below. We suggest that the results
obtained from this approximate method are similar to
what would be obtained from a more accurate repre-
sentation of the polydispersity.
The four fits shown to the undeformed data all use
the same value for radius of gyration as a function of
molecular weight. The radius of gyration of the H-
polymer crossbar in this sample is determined to be 90
Å, which yields for linear polybutadiene polymers
Figure 6. Comparison between fits with î ) 0 (solid line) and
î ) 1/2 (dashed line) for the data at an annealing time of 37.2
s. The fit for î ) 0 uses x ) 0.84 and xL ) 0.4 but otherwise
uses the same parameters as given for the î ) 1/2 fit in Table
1.
Mw
Mn
jblock ) 1 + 
2
3
(4)
Mw
Mn
jH-polymer ) 1 + 
2
12
(1 + 5fcross
2 - 2fcross) (5)
Rg ) 0.376xM (6)
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and C∞ ) 7 ( 1. This is in good agreement with the
scaling law and the value of the characteristic ratio
given in the literature for linear polybutadiene polymers
of similar 1,2-1,4 microstructure.29 Hence, the radius
of gyration of a linear polymer with the same molecular
weight (157.2 kg mol-1) as the H-polymer used here
would be 145 Å. (This is the Rg used in the definition of
the parameter ÷ in the accompanying theoretical pa-
per.26)
4.2. Sample Stretched by a Factor ì ) 2. Figure 5
shows scattering data both parallel and perpendicular
to a uniaxial stretch by a factor ì ) 2, both immediately
after the stretch and at various relaxation times fol-
lowing the stretch. The relaxation time range is sup-
posed to cover almost the complete arm relaxation
domain, as predicted by fitting to linear rheology in
oscillatory shear (see Figure 2). Also shown are theo-
retical fits to the scattering data, using the new theory,
both with and without the approximate polydispersity
correction. It can be seen that the evolution of the
scattering is qualitatively quite similar to that seen in
the previous tip-labeled polyisoprene sample.23 The
scattering immediately following the stretch is almost
an affine transformation of the undeformed scattering.
The peak parallel to the stretch is moved toward the
origin, roughly by a factor of 2 as compared to the peak
in the isotropic scattering. The peak perpendicular to
the stretch has moved away from the origin, but by less
than the factor of x2 that would be commensurate
with a purely affine transformation from the isotropic
state. Additionally, the perpendicular peak is of slightly
lower magnitude than the parallel one. These two
factors indicate that a certain degree of relaxation has
already occurred at the smallest length scales, which
reduces the perpendicular scattering at higher wavevec-
tors. In common with the polyisoprene sample at a ì )
3, the peak scattering at the longest relaxation times
exhibits a sharp increase in the scattering parallel to
the stretch together with a mild decrease perpendicular
to the stretch.
One feature of the scattering from this sample, which
was not present in the previous polyisoprene data, is
that the scattering does not appear to change a great
deal in the early stages of relaxation. In the first three
data sets, there is some tendency for the high wavevec-
tor scattering to relax toward isotropy, but this does not
occur to the same extent as occurred in the “tip-labeled”
polyisoprene sample. In the late-time regime, the former
PI sample was almost isotropic in the high-q region, but
this is not the case here. These differences can be
understood in terms of the different labeling of the two
samples. In the present sample, one of the components
(the deuterium-labeled polymer in the crossbar) is
wholly confined to the tube for the relaxation times
probed here. Hence, this component remains strongly
anisotropic and is held in this configuration by the tube
constraints. The relaxed portions of chain contain only
hydrogen-labeled monomers from the arms; these por-
tions of the polymer are constrained, by excluded-
volume interactions, to “fill in the gaps” between the
anisotropic, deuterium-labeled crossbar monomerss
hence, the overall scattering remains quite anisotropic
even in the large wavevector region. Moreover, since the
scattering is dominated by the constrained crossbars,
it does not change a great deal until there is sufficient
relaxation for the increase in low-q parallel scattering
due to (we suppose) elastic fluctuations and inhomoge-
neities of the entanglement network.
In the former tip-labeled PI sample, however, once
the arm relaxation had proceeded beyond the small
labeled tips, the orientationally relaxed sections of chain
contained both labeled and unlabeled species. Although
these relaxed portions of chain are still forced by
excluded volume to “fill in the gaps” between the
anisotropic, tube-constrained sections of chain, the fact
that they contain both labeled and unlabeled species
means the resultant effect on the scattering is less
strong, and the high wavevector scattering becomes
increasingly isotropic.
Since the crossbar dominates the scattering for the
three earliest times and the arms are not sufficiently
relaxed for elastic inhomogeneities to have a large effect,
it is possible to obtain a good fit to these data using
either the earlier RPA theory25 or the (much simpler)
“factorizable RPA” theory30 used to model the polyiso-
prene data.23 These earlier theories, however, cannot
fit the full set of relaxation data for this sample;
specifically, they do not predict the strong increase in
peak anisotropy at late times. We know of no earlier
theory that is able to provide a reasonable and consis-
tent fit to the full set of data.
The new theory, including the effects of elastic inho-
mogeneities in the entanglement network, provides an
excellent fit to the along-axis data of Figure 5. In
particular, it reproduces the large increase in the peak
anisotropy at late times. While the fits shown are
quantitatively very good, the qualitative feature of
increasing peak anisotropy is reproduced for a wide
range of parameter choices. This gives one a good deal
of confidence in interpreting the physics underlying this
prediction, and in the central conclusion of this paper
that the elastic inhomogeneities dominate the small
wavevector scattering at late times, by giving rise to this
increasing peak anisotropy. The physical mechanism at
work is very similar to that which gives the “butterfly”
patterns in stretched networks containing solvent mol-
ecules. There are frozen-in stresses due to fluctuations
in both local tube concentration and orientation, which
favor local contractions of the network in some regions
and (by continuity) local expansions of the network in
other places. In a system that is nearly incompressible
overall, these network contractions and expansions can
only occur if there is some mobile species which can
leave the contracting regions and flow into the expand-
ing regions. In the case of swollen networks, the solvent
is the mobile species. In the particular case where the
“solvent” is a free polymer chain, one must wait until
times greater than the relaxation time of the polymer
chain before the “butterfly” patterns appear;13 at shorter
times the chains are not sufficiently mobile to allow the
network motion. Similarly, in the present sample one
must wait until the H-polymer arms are sufficiently
relaxed that they can move from contracting regions of
the entanglement network toward expanding regions.
However, even once they are relaxed to this degree, the
H-polymer arms are not able to move large distances
because they are chemically joined to sections of chain
that are still confined to the tube. For this reason, the
“butterfly” patterns can only develop at finite wavevec-
tors, commensurate with the radius of gyration of the
relaxed polymer arms, and at these wavevectors one
observes an enhanced peak in the scattering.
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It is clear that the approximate inclusion of polydis-
persity, in the manner described above, gives a large
improvement to the fit, especially perpendicular to the
stretch. In fact, the fit could be improved further by the
inclusion of a slightly higher degree of polydispersity,
but we decided to fix the value at a ) 0.2 for consistency
with the scattering data from the unstretched sample.
Polydispersity has a particularly large effect on the
perpendicular peak for the following reason. A purely
affine transformation of the sample upon stretching
would result in a perpendicular peak that was at a
larger wavevector, and considerably higher intensity,
than the peak seen here. However, fluctuations of the
polymers within the tube reduce the composition varia-
tions at these large wavevectors, so that only the left-
hand side of the affinely transformed peak remains. It
is in this region (of the affinely transformed peak) that
polydispersity has its largest effect, resulting in an
increase in the low-angle scattering. There is a corre-
sponding increase in the peak scattering perpendicular
to the stretch in the deformed sample because this
“peak” arises from the same composition variations that
contributed to the low-angle side of the peak in the
isotropic scattering. We note that this is a direct result
of the fact that the tube diameter and polymer radius
of gyration are of a similar order of magnitude. If the
tube diameter were relatively much smaller, we would
expect to see a perpendicular peak that was larger in
magnitude, at higher wavevectors, and much less af-
fected by polydispersity.
The set of parameters used to obtain the fits in Figure
5 are given in Table 1. While there are numerous
parameters reported here, these are required to repre-
sent the tube model picture of relaxation in this melt
and consequently should not be treated as free fitting
parameters. As stated above, the polydispersity param-
eter was fixed at the value obtained from the un-
stretched melt. The value of N/Ne0 ) 64 was initially
fixed at this reasonable value and not subsequently
adjusted for any of the data fits. (In practice, we suspect
that good fits could also be obtained if this parameter
were allowed to vary, say by 20-30%.) As described
above, the polydispersity parameter is fixed by the data
from the unstretched sample. The undiluted “tube
diameter” d00 and tube deformation exponent î were
allowed to vary within a reasonable range to achieve
the fits, but we required that the same value be used
for the full set of data, as is clear from Table 1. As
discussed in more detail below, the retraction param-
eters were set at sensible values based on the expected
relaxation times for the processes they represent.
The remaining parameters exhibit a good consistency
with those obtained through linear rheology. The frac-
tion, x, of the arm relaxed at each time is consistently
within 0.16 of the value obtained through linear rheol-
ogy, and a comparison between the two is shown in
Figure 2. This appears reasonable, given the approxi-
mations that are used in the scattering calculation. (In
particular, the Warner-Edwards model is not a true
depiction of the melt tube, and one would really like to
include physics such as fluctuation of the monomers
along the tube contour and the fact that there should
be a distribution of relaxed fractions, x, at each relax-
ation time.) We consider that the largest error in these
reported values for x arises from these inherent ap-
proximations in the model. It is reasonable to assign
an “error bound” in the theoretical value of x com-
mensurate with one entanglement molecular weight
along the tube (i.e., an error of ¢x  0.1 for the undiluted
tube and larger error bounds after tube dilation).
Moreover, there is an error of at least ¢x ) 0.1 in the
corresponding value of x reported from linear rheology.
(Errors arise both in the theoretical fitting to the linear
rheology of Figure 1 and in the WLF shifting used to
convert the sample’s complex temperature-time history
into an equivalent relaxation time at room tempera-
ture.) There is an apparent systematic error in Figure
2. (The SANS x value is, apart from the first data point,
consistently smaller than the rheology value.) Such
systematic differences could be caused by approxima-
tions in the theory or by the sample temperature being
a typically little lower than that of the surroundings
during the heat/cool cycle. In any case, the difference
between the linear rheology x value and the value used
in the SANS fitting is consistent with the error bounds
suggested above.
No specific rheology data were available for the long-
star-arm relaxation parameter, xL, but this is con-
strained by the tube model to be less than x (longer arms
relax more slowly than short ones) but greater than
x[farm/(fcross + farm)] because a longer arm gives a weaker
potential for the activated relaxation of branched poly-
mer arms. In practice, xL was set at a sensible inter-
mediate value between these limits, and since it is a
single arm on a minority component, the predicted
scattering is not sensitive to the precise value used.
The amounts of retraction of the arms and backbone
were not treated as free parameters, but fixed at values
commensurate with the expected relaxation times for
these processes. In Table 1, these retractions are
reported as a “degree of retraction”, zr, defined so that
the chains are retracted within the tube by a factor
where R(E) is the Doi-Edwards tube elongation factor.
Table 1. Fitting Parameters at a Sample Deformation of ì ) 2
relaxation timea “0” sb 1.9  10-2 s 4.9  10-2 s 4.3 s 37.2 s
polydispersity parameter, a 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
d00 (d0c) 26 Å (30 Å) 26 Å (31 Å) 26 Å (32 Å) 26 Å (40 Å) 26 Å (47 Å)
N/Ne0 64 64 64 64 64
H-arm relaxation, x (rheology valued) 0.3 (0.25) 0.36 (0.48) 0.39 (0.55) 0.75 (0.85) 0.93 (1.0)
long-star-arm relaxation, xL 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.32 0.41
H-arm degree of retraction, zrarm 1 1 1 1 1
long-star-arm retraction, zrL 0 1 1 1 1
H-crossbar retraction, zrcross 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
double-H-crossbar retraction, zrcr2 0 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
tube deformation exponent, î 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
a Relaxation time at room temperature based on WLF shifting of time and temperature data. b Estimated relaxation time is 10-3 s.
c Tube diameter after dilution. d Rheology values based on fits to oscillatory linear rheology data.
ç ) zr(R(E) - 1) + 1 (7)
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Hence, a value of zr ) 0 represents an unretracted chain,
whereas a value of zr ) 1 represents a chain that is
“fully” retracted by the Doi-Edwards factor, R(E). The
arms were treated either as unretracted (zr ) 0) or fully
retracted (zr ) 1), and in fact only the retraction time
of the long-star-arm impurity falls within the relaxation
time range of the experiment. The values of zr used at
later times for the crossbar retraction are representative
of a retraction on the order of a single tube diameter.
Hence, the scattering patterns here are consistent with
the idea of a partial branchpoint withdrawal. However,
it appears that the scattering is more sensitive to the
elastic inhomogeneities than to this branchpoint with-
drawalsit would be possible to obtain a reasonable fit
to the data by ignoring the branchpoint withdrawal and
slightly increasing the value of x.
Of particular note is the fact that the fits shown use
a deformed Warner-Edwards tube diameter, with
exponent î ) 1/2 (this value is as predicted for polymer
networks34-37). Although the isotropic tube diameter (î
) 0) gives a good qualitative description of the data
(including the increasing peak anisotropy), the quanti-
tative fit is not quite so good, especially at the late times.
In particular, as shown in Figure 6, the shape of the
parallel peak for î ) 0 is not quite reproduced, and the
high wavevector scattering is a bit too isotropic. It is
reasonable to say that, within the approximations of the
present model, the data overall are more consistent with
the deformed tube diameter, î ) 1/2. However, it must
be stressed that there are a number of approximations
made in the calculation of the various correlation
functions in the theory (more detail is given in the
accompanying paper), to the extent that one must be
quite cautious in drawing firm conclusions about such
parameters as î. It is more important that the broad
qualitative features of the scattering development are
predicted well by the theory, as indeed they are.
Nevertheless, we note that independent measurements
by coherent NSE experiments on partially labeled
deformed polymers39 agree with the nonaffine mecha-
nism without relying on the Warner-Edwards model.
Figure 7 shows the full 2D scattering intensity for the
7 m detector distance at each of the measured times.
Shown alongside is the predicted 2D scattering using
the theory with the polydispersity correction. These
plots are generated by taking the fitting parameters
from the along-axis plots, given in Table 1, and extend-
ing the prediction in the 2D plane. Given that the
majority of these 2D data were not used in the along-
axis fits, the reproduction of the contours in both shape
and intensity is remarkable. The fit, especially in terms
of the shape of the parallel peak, remains better for î
) 1/2 than for î ) 0 (not shown), although the qualitative
features are reproduced by either choice of parameter.
5. Conclusions
We have presented scattering data from a melt of
H-shaped polybutadiene polymers in which the central
crossbar was wholly labeled with deuterium. The data
monitor the relaxation of this melt following a uniaxial
step strain by a factor ì ) 2. By comparison with a new
theory, presented in the accompanying paper,26 we have
shown that these data are wholly consistent with the
relaxation mechanisms predicted by the tube model,
provided one includes the additional contributions due
to elastic fluctuations and inhomogeneities in the
entanglement network. These are the same inhomoge-
neities that give rise to the “butterfly” scattering in
stretched networks and asymmetric melts. The new
mechanism suggested in the present model is that these
couple to the motion of the relaxed arms in the branched
polymer melt, giving an enhanced scattering parallel
to the stretch, at wavevectors commensurate with the
radius of gyration of these arms, and which increases
with increasing arm relaxation. Although this qualiti-
tative feature is predicted for a wide range of choices of
parameter in the model, it appears that the best fits to
the data can be obtained when the Warner-Edwards
tube diameter used in the scattering calculation is
deformed by the strain, with an exponent î ) 1/2
identical to that predicted for polymer networks.34-37
It is possible, however, that this is a feature of the
approximations made in the calculation, and this par-
ticular result should be treated with appropriate caution
(especially since we have probed only one value of the
strain in these data!).
It is clear that while this experiment and similar
previous ones have revealed some interesting physical
phenomena, they are not so “clean” in the detection of
Figure 7. Top: 2D scattering for the sample after a stretch of ì ) 2 with increasing relaxation time from left to right. Bottom:
theoretically predicted 2D scattering, using the same parameters as gave the fits of Figure 5 (in Table 1). Contours are evenly
spaced at intensities of 10, 12.5, 15, ...., 27.5 cm-1. The stretch direction is vertical.
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the tube model phenomena for which they were origi-
nally proposed24sit is the elastic inhomogeneities rather
than branchpoint withdrawal that appears to dominate
the scattering. For this reason, it seems unlikely that
experiments such as this one would be able to distin-
guish between subtle differences in rheology models
(e.g., tube dilation vs more refined models of constraint
release40,41 or different modes of branchpoint with-
drawal).
It is to be presumed, then, that such elastic inhomo-
geneities are present and active in all long-chain
branched polymer melts and that the motion of the more
rapidly relaxing portions of these chains is influenced
by them. Certainly, as demonstrated here, they are
important for, and must be included in, scattering
calculations on such melts. Moreover, these experiments
raise the important question as to whether the elastic
inhomogeneities are important as regards the rheologi-
cal properties of long-chain branched polymer melts. It
is certain that they must have some effect; they are
present in the melt free energy functional, and their
behavior depends on the melt deformation. However,
we would argue that their overall effect is likely to be
small for the following reason. In this scattering experi-
ment, we are measuring relatively small fluctuations
about the average composition of the meltsthe scatter-
ing experiment does not directly measure this “average”
composition. Rheological experiments, however, are
“zero-wavevector” experiments and measure, primarily,
the average state of the melt. As far as the stress is
concerned, the average state is the stretched state
predicted by the tube model, and the elastic inhomoge-
neities give rise to small fluctuations about this state,
constituting a small correction to the average rheological
behavior. Having said this, it is clear that the inhomo-
geneities do couple to the motion of the relaxing arms,
and it is possible that they might affect, for example,
the relaxation processes, and especially the relaxation
times, of these arms. This, then, must be the subject of
future investigation.
While the fit of the theory to these present data is
extremely good, there remain discrepancies between the
theory and the previously published polyisoprene data23
at the longest times of relaxation, at larger stretches (ì
) 3) than performed here. These discrepancies are
described in more detail in the accompanying paper.26
It is speculated that there are physical mechanisms not
included in the present model that become more appar-
ent at larger stretches. This clearly points to the need
for a more extensive study (covering a variety of
stretches, chemistries and labeling, and including me-
chanical analysis and elongational viscosity measure-
ments) than we have been able to achieve and present
to date.
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Appendix A. Scaling Argument for the Effect of
Elastic Inhomogeneities
In this Appendix we present a scaling argument to
demonstrate how the parameter N/Ne arises when
considering the effect of elastic inhomogeneities on
monomer density fluctuations in a scattering calcula-
tion. We consider a polymeric system in which the
typical degree of polymerization is N and where the
typical number of monomers per unit volume is F. We
consider the typical fluctuations ¢n in the number, n,
of monomers present in a reference volume V. (Since
we are presenting a scaling argument only, we shall be
ambiguous here as to the particular labeling of the
polymers and whether we are counting labeled mono-
mers onlysthe scaling results below will be modified
in any more detailed calculation by prefactors which
depend on the polymer structure and volume fractions
of labeled species.)
Scattering intensities are proportional to the mean-
square fluctuation 〈¢n2〉. For ordinary composition
fluctuations, 〈¢n2〉 is proportional to the typical number
of polymers VF/N present in the volume V (which gives
the fluctuations in number of polymers in the reference
volume V) multiplied by N2 (to convert from number of
polymers to number of monomers):
To assess the effect of elastic inhomogeneities for a
material with entanglement degree of polymerization
Ne, we balance the typical modulus of the material
with estimates for the stress fluctuations in the system.
The first contribution to stress fluctuations we con-
sider is fluctuations in the random orientation of tube
segments. Each tube segment is independently oriented,
so that there are random fluctuations in stress arising
from tube segments in one region being more oriented
than those in another. The contribution to the average
stress over a volume V from a single tube segment
within that volume is proportional to kBT/V. The second
moment of stress fluctuations 〈¢ó2〉 due to random
orientation of tube segments in that volume is propor-
tional to the typical number of tube segments in that
volume, VF/Ne, and to the square of the typical stress
contribution from a single segment (kBT/V)2. Hence
which gives rise to fluctuations in network strain 〈¢2〉
of order
and hence fluctuations in monomer number of order
Comparing eqs 8 and 12 shows that the ratio of the
effects of ordinary composition fluctuations to elastic
fluctuations of the type discussed above is of order N/Ne,
and for this reason such a parameter is required in any
theory of this kind.
The accompanying paper26 additionally considers a
second source of stress fluctuations due to fluctuations
〈¢n2〉1  VFN (8)
G  FkBT
Ne
(9)
〈¢ó2〉  (kBTV )2VFNe  (kBT)2FVNe (10)
〈¢2〉  〈¢ó
2〉
G2
 Ne
FV
(11)
〈¢n2〉2  n2〈¢2〉  VFNe (12)
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in density of tubes. Since, after some relaxation of the
polymers, the active tubes cover only part of the polymer
chains (i.e., the crossbar and inner sections of the arms),
there can be fluctuations in the density of tube seg-
ments, in the same way as there are fluctuations in the
density of labeled monomers in a partially labeled block
copolymer melt. The typical fluctuations 〈¢nseg2〉 in the
number, nseg, of tube segments present in the reference
volume V due to this mechanism is proportional to the
typical number of polymers VF/N present in the volume
V (which gives the fluctuations in number of polymers
in the volume) multiplied by (N/Ne)2 (to convert from
number of polymers to number of tube segments)
and since each segment contributes a stress proportional
to kBT/V, the resultant fluctuations in stress are of order
Following the same line of reasoning as above, this leads
to fluctuations in monomer number of order
i.e., this contribution scales in the same way as eq 8. It
obtains an extra factor of N/Ne above eq 12 because the
positions of tube segments are correlated over the whole
polymer, which increases the fluctuations in tube seg-
ment density by this same factor. Having said this, the
numerical prefactor to the fluctuations in eq 15 is
typically quite small because (i) fluctuations in density
of polymers, and hence of tube segments, are suppressed
by excluded-volume interactions in the melt and (ii) in
the detailed calculation the prefactor for these stress
fluctuations is identically zero in the limit of no stretch
and is small for small finite stretches. This mechanism
is discussed in more detail in the accompanying paper.26
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